
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING GEORGIA'S
GARNISHMENT LAW

By ROBERT J. CASTELLANI*

Two recent developments in the area of garnishment law should be
of interest to Georgia attorneys. One development will have a direct,
immediate impact on the garnishment law in Georgia, while the other's
influence will be somewhat more subtle and probably will result in no
immediate change in the present law on garnishment.

TITLE III OF THE FEDERAL CONSUMER CREDIT

PROTECTION ACT

The first development is the passage of the Federal Consumer
Credit Protection Act,' particularly Title Ii which enacts federal
restrictions on garnishment. The Congress found that unrestricted
garnishment in wages encouraged the making or predatory extensions
of credit. These extensions divert money into excessive credit payments
and hinder the production and flow of goods in interstate commerce.
The Congress also found that the application of garnishment as a
remedy results frequently in loss of employment and the resultant
disruption of employment, production and consumption constitutes a
substantial burden on interstate commerce. The Congress further found
that the great disparities among the garnishment laws of the various
states destroy the uniformity of the bankruptcy laws. Because of these
findings, the Congress determined that the provisions of this Act
restricting garnishment were necessary and proper for executing the
powers of the Congress to regulate commerce and to establish uniform
bankruptcy laws.'

Effective July 1, 1970, the Act provides that the maximum part
of an individual's aggregate disposable earnings' for any work week
which are subjected to garnishment may not exceed the lesser of:

(1) 25% of his disposable earnings for that week, or
(2) the amount by which his disposable earnings for that week

exceed 30 times the federal minimum hourly wage prescribed by
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I. Federal Consumer Protection Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1671-1677 (Supp. IV. 1968).
2. 15 U.S.C. § 1671 (Supp. IV. 1968).
3. "Disposable earnings" are earnings remaining after deduction of any amounts required by

law to be withheld. 15 U.S.C. § 1672(b) (Supp. IV. 1968).
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Section 6(a)(1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 [29
U.S.C. § 206(a)(1) (1964)] in effect at the time the earnings are
payable.'

If a person's gross weekly earnings were $100 and his take-home
earnings were $80, this Act provides that $20 would be the maximum
amount subject to garnishment. Under present Georgia law, a person
is exempt from garnishment on $3 per day of his wages and on 50%
of the excess. 5 Using the above example of $100 gross weekly earnings,
the same person would have $39.50 subject to garnishment under
present Georgia law.6 Hence, on a gross weekly salary of $100, the
federal restriction would exempt an additional $19.50.

In the case of earnings of any pay period other than a week, the
Secretary of Labor will prescribe by regulation an appropriate multiple
of the federal minimum hourly wage equivalent in effect to the multiple
of 30 set out above. 7

Needless to say, the federal law supersedes any state garnishment law
which violates the Act's minimum standards.8 However, if a state's
laws are substantially similar to or-more restrictive than the standards
set out in this Act, then the Act does not affect the state laws. 9

The Act also forbids an employer from discharging an employee
because his wages have been subjected to garnishment for any one
indebtedness.' 0 Further, the restrictions on garnishment do not apply in
the case of any court order for the support for any person, any
bankruptcy court order under Chapter XIII of the Bankruptcy Act, or
any debt due for any state or federal tax." The Secretary of Labor,
acting through the Wage and Hour Division of the Department of
Labor is charged with the responsibility of enforcing these
restrictions."

4. 15 U.S.C. § 1673(a) (Supp. IV. 1968).
5. GA. CODE ANN. § 46-208 (Rev. 1965).
6. Computation as follows:

Gross Weekly Earnings $100.00
7 Days at $3 per day
exemption 21.00
Excess 79.00

Exempt 50% of Excess 39.50
Subject to Garnishment S 39.50

The writer leaves to others more competent in simple mathematics the calculations involved
beyond this elementary example.

7. 15 U.S.C. § 1673(a) (Supp. IV. 1968).
8. 15 U.S.C. § 1673(c) (Supp. IV. 1968).
9. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1675, 1677 (Supp. IV. 1968).
10. 15 U.S.C. § 1674(a) (Supp. IV. 1968).
II. 15 U.S.C. § 1673(b) (Supp. IV. 1968).
12. 15 U.S.C. § 1676 (Supp. IV. 1968).
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Sniadach v. Family Finance Corp.

The second development of interest to Georgia practitioners is the
recent decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in Sniadach
v. Family Finance Corp.'3 A finance company instituted a garnishment
action against the debtor and her employer as garnishee in accordance
with Wisconsin law. The complaint alleged a claim of $420 on a
promissory note. The employer answered that it had wages of $63.18
under its control earned by the employee and would pay one-half to
the employee as a subsistance allowance (allowed by state law) and
hold the other half subject to the order of the court. The wages were
thus frozen until the trial of the main suit, although the defendant
could have posted a security bond and dissolved the garnishment
action, thereby releasing the wages." However, the defendant had no
opportunity to be heard and to tender any defense she had before the
in rem seizure of the wages.

In an 8-1 decision (Black, J., dissenting), the Supreme Court found
that this interim freezing of wages until the culmination of the main
suit without the defendant having a chance to be heard violates the due
process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution. Specifically, the action was a taking of property without
procedural due process.

Two points merit particular observation. First, the Court noted that
this case did not involve an extraordinary situation requiring special
protection to a state or creditor interest. There were no allegations that
the defendant was about to abscond, was causing her property to be
removed, etc., nor was the garnishment statute narrowly drawn to meet
only these unusual conditions.5

Second, the Court stated that it was dealing particularly with wages,
"a specialized type of property presenting distinct problems in our
economic system."'" It realized the hardship garnishment imposes on
wage earners with families to support and it quoted at length from
legislative materials which characterized this action as "a most
inhuman doctrine." The Court noted that the statutory exemption
granted to the debtor in Wisconsin was "generally insufficient to
support the debtor for any one week."' 7

What immediate effect does Sniadach have on Georgia law?

13. 395 U.S. 337 (1969).
14. WIs. STAT. ANN. § 267.21 (Supp. 1969).
15. 395 U.S. 337, 339 (1969).
16. Id. at 340.
17. Id. at 341, quoting from 1967 Wis. L. REv. 759, 767.
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Apparently none, since Georgia law does not allow prejudgment
garnishment of wages except in exceptional cases of attachment where
presumably the Supreme Court would find the summary procedures
justified.' 8

If Sniadach can be dismissed as dealing solely with wages, then
its impact upon Georgia law will be of no real consequence.' 9 However,
if the deprivation of wages creates a tremendous hardship on a wage
earner's family, why would the prejudgment garnishment of his bank
account or other property be any less a hardship? While the strict
holding of Sniadach may be limited to wages, one can easily read into
the decision a displeasure with any type of summary procedure which
allows a creditor to seize another's property without an opportunity to
be heard if there are no facts to justify these extraordinary measures.

It is this possible extension of the Sniadach decision that should
concern Georgia practitioners, for although Georgia does not allow
prejudgment garnishment of wages, Georgia does allow a creditor to
garnishee the defendant's other property in prejudgment proceedings
without the necessity of showing extraordinary facts to justify this
action.? For example, prejudgment garnishment could issue against the
customers of a tradesman or salesman, as well as any credit card
company his customers use to purchase his goods, 2' against any
payment due an independent contractor for his services,22 against any
proceeds from an insurance claim,23 or against any money or effects
of the defendant held by an attorney. 24

It can be argued that Georgia's remedy is even more harsh than that
struck down in Sniadach. Wisconsin only requires that the garnishee
answer as to any property or liability due the defendant at the time of
service of the summons.2 Georgia does not allow a garnishee to answer
until at least 30 days after service of the summons and the garnishee
must answer not only as to any property or liability due the defendant
at the time of service of summons, but also as to any accruing prior
to the date of answer .2  Further, Wisconsin allowed only one

18. GA. CODE ANN. § 46-101; GA. CODE Title 8, especially GA. CODE ANN. §§ 8-104; 8-
501, 8-204; McKay v. Mclnnes. 279 U.S. 820 (1928).

19. At least one 3-judge district court has distinguished Sniadach on the basis that it was
concerned only with wages. Balthazar v. Mari, Ltd., 301 F. Supp. 103, (N.D. Ill. 1969).

20. GA. CODE ANN. §§ 46-101, 46-201 (Rev. 1965).
21. Hartsfield Co. v. Zakas Bakery, 50 Ga. App. 284, 177 S.E. 825 (1934).
22. J. Austin Dillon Co. v. Edwards Shoe Stores, 53 Ga. App. 437, 186 S.E. 470 (1936).
23. American Ins. Co. v. Black, 46 Ga. App. 471, 168 S.E. 85 (1933).
24. GA. CODE ANN. § 46-202 (Rev. 1965)..
25. WIs. STAT. ANN. § 267.11 (Supp. 1969).
26. GA. CODE ANN. §§ 46-105,46-203 (Rev. 1965).
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prejudgment wage garnishment,27 while Georgia has no limit on the
number of prejudgment garnishments that may be filed .2 Finally, in
the prejudgment garnishment of other property, Georgia does not allow
any subsistence deduction to be made and presumably the creditor can
freeze the entire res without provision for the defendant's needs during
the interim 29 and without an opportunity to be heard. Repeated
prejudgment garnishment of a defendant by an unscrupulous creditor
could, to use the Supreme Court's language, "drive a wage-earning
family to the wall"' " and force a defendant to pay excessive claims
rather than defend the suit and lose the use of his property until the
issue is determined.

There is little doubt that attacks on statutes allowing prejudgment
garnishment of property without notice and prior hearing now will be
renewed and it will be most interesting to see how far the state and
federal courts will extend the Sniadach decision.

27. WIs. STAT. ANN. § 267.02(2) (Supp. 1969).
28. GA. CODE ANN. § 46-101 (Rev. 1965).
29. GA. CODE ANN. Chap. 46-5 (Rev. 1965).
30. 395 U.S. 337, 341 (1969).
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